
Americas:  Stakeholders, Community Participation and
Environmental Protection in International Arbitration 
Venues for Recovery for the State of Ukraine and for Ukrainians
Directly Affected by the War in Ukraine 
ICSID Rules Amendments  
Capacity-building, institution-creation, and prospects for
collaboration regarding international arbitration in the
Caribbean  
Investment Arbitration and Journalism 
Damages, Country Risk, and Interest Rates 
Special Economic Zones in Asia and International Arbitration  
Influence of US-Iran Claims Tribunal and its case law in Public
International Law and Investment Arbitration  

Thank you for considering to sponsor the Second Edition of World
Arbitration Update (WAU). The main objectives of WAU, the
benefits for sponsors, and the means to contribute to our common
goals are set out below.  

WAU 2022 will be held from 26-30 September 2022, in a hybrid
format combining (i) five in-person events that will be broadcasted
via Zoom, enabling simultaneous virtual attendance, plus (ii)
seventeen fully virtual events, connecting five continents. The WAU
forum seeks to decentralize international arbitration beyond the
traditional arbitration centers and update the international
community on topics of international commercial and investment
arbitration, and public international law in a manner that
recognizes the diverse and widely complex nature of international
dispute resolution around the world. During the five-day week of
WAU, each day will have a particular regional focus, including the
Americas and the Caribbean, Africa and Mena, Asia and Oceania,
Europe and, the fifth day, for diverse and global topics.  

This Second Edition of WAU, which covers both commercial and
investor‐State arbitration developments, and topics of public
international law, includes the following panels (subject to
changes):

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
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9.Where Outside of the Major Cities, Parties Should Hold their
iiiiInternational Commercial Arbitrations? 
10.Third Party Funding in Asia, the Americas, Africa, Europe and   
 iiiiiOceania 
11.International Arbitration and World Sports: The Advantages and
iiiChallenges of the Arbitral Process on Efficacy and Transparency
iiiin the Resolution of Disputes 
12.Post-pandemic Concrete Effects in International Arbitration
iiiiand Infrastructure Projects 
13.Force Majeure, Change of Circumstances and Necessity in a
iiiiFast Pace Evolving World 
14.The Arbitral Process and New Technologies: Artificial
iiiiiIntelligence, Virtual Hearings, Block Chain, and their Influence 
15.Diversity and International Arbitration: What Dispute
iiiiiSettlement System Fosters Greater Diversity and Inclusion in
iiiiiInternational Investment and Commercial Arbitration? 
16.Guidelines on Prevention and Defense in Investment
iiiiArbitration 
17.Space Law and International Arbitration 
18.ECT Reform and Options for Substantive Obligations and an
iiiiiInvestment Dispute Settlement System or Taking Stock of the
iiiiiECT Modernization Process: Fit for the 21st Century? 
19.Practical steps in Corporate Social Responsibility and Human
iiiiRights Assessment 
20.Investment Arbitration Concerning Tax Measures 
21.How Articles on State Responsibility have affected ISDS 
22.ISDS Developments in 2022 

WAU was launched in 2021 with the mission of decentralizing
international arbitration by creating a forum for counsel, arbitrators,
government officials, academics, students, investors and other
stakeholders, that will enable their participation and attendance,
while connected from Africa, the Americas, Asia, Europe, and
Oceania. 
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In its the first edition, WAU reached 2,535 registrations, and had 852
participants from different jurisdictions, a figure that we expect will
grow this year. WAU’s Circle of Supporting Organizations, Firms,
Experts and Sponsors was central to reaching to hundreds of
people within the international arbitration community around the
world. 

This Second Edition of WAU will be an unparalleled opportunity for
your organization to gain visibility with a large number of
international and regional actors (including, potential clients,
industry experts, practitioners, counsel for investors, counsel for
States, arbitrators, officials of international organizations and
arbitration centers, and academics) whilst being part of the growth
of a more holistic arbitration community. Sponsoring the WAU 2022
will also help support the development of international arbitration
in unconventional arbitral venues, which remain ripe for further
market development and growth.

We will be delighted to work hand in hand with you in the WAU,
and are confident that all our attendees will benefit significantly
from your participation. 

Financial Sponsors  
Funds received from our Sponsors will be destinated to costs
associated with WAU such as advertising, technical support and
equipment, website development, and other costs that may arise in
the hybrid, in-person and Zoom events.  
In addition to the panels, the platform selected for the event will
provide breakout rooms for networking sessions. We will also have
networking sessions for the in-person events. Sponsors will have
the possibly to host and participate in networking sessions.

Sponsors must advertise WAU with their network.   
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Networking with the audience: Sponsors will benefit from the
breakout rooms and the in-person networking sessions. WAU
2022 will reach hundreds of members of the international
arbitration community across the world with an in-depth
program composed of 15 panels. Each panel has a dynamic
format where a presenter will first provide an update of the
issue being addressed by the panel, including relevant treaty
and customary norms, as well as case law from international
commercial and investment arbitration, and applicable public
international and domestic law.

1.The advantages of being a sponsor: 
Being a sponsor can provide the following advantages:  

Notably, WAU will build upon the experiences of its first edition,
which as noted above reached 2,535 registrations, and had 852
participants. It will also build upon the experiences of its sister
forum the Washington Arbitration Week which took place for
the first time in November 2020 and reached 4,181 registrations
and had 2,115 participants, and last year reached 2,987
registrations and had 1,267 participants. 
 
WAU is a free of charge event for attendees. Nevertheless, due
to the platform’s capacity restrictions, enrollment in the WAU
will be limited if capacity restrictions so oblige. This will also be
the case for the in-person events as the venue of each in-person
event may have restrictions on the number of participants, as
well a health protocols. 

Profile Raising: As detailed below, depending on the tier of
support, sponsors will have access to a wide range of benefits
aimed at raising the visibility and profile of their organizations.
Given the far reach of the event, opportunities in this field are
ample and open to further discussion.   



The panels will be available for consultation after the end of the
week of the event on WAU’s website at
www.worldarbitratonupdate.com. This means that our sponsors
will continue to have visibility after the event. 

Decentralization: The WAU initiative strives for the
decentralization of international arbitration beyond the
traditional venues of international arbitration, bringing into the
conversation less traditional arbitral venues from Africa, the
Americas, Asia, Europe, and Oceania.  

Updating on key themes: WAU will update the global
community on key and novel topics of investment and
international commercial arbitration, and public international
law. 

The following are the three sponsorship packages that WAU
offers to sponsor the event:  

Gold: The cost of sponsorship is $2,200. This package
includes the following benefits: 

Logo and the company’s website link included on WAU’s
webpage. 
Recognition as a sponsor on WAU’s social network 
Post as official sponsor of WAU.  
Visibility of the company’s logo at the beginning of the
sessions of WAU. 
Recognition of the company as a sponsor at the closing
announcements. 
Two special registrations for the in-person panels.  

Platinum: The cost of sponsorship is $4,000. This package
includes the following benefits:  

Logo and the company’s website link included on WAU’s
webpage. 

2.Benefits of being a sponsor:
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Recognition as a sponsor on WAU’s social network 
Post as official sponsor of WAU. 
Prominent visibility of the company’s logo at the
beginning of the sessions of WAU. 
Recognition of the company as a sponsor during the
whole event (in the opening and closing
announcements). 
Recognition of the company as a sponsor of a particular
panel. 
Priority logo placement across all content. 
The possibility that the sponsor be listed in marketing
campaigns and relevant emails. 
Four special registrations for the in-person panels. 

Our packages do not include speaking opportunities. Please let us if
you wish to propose a speaker candidate, if relevant to any of the
panels.

3.How to be enrolled as a Financial Sponsor:
If interested, please send an email to mlcasas@xtrategycenter.com
and WAU@xtrategycenter.com (WAU with caps), fully identifying
your Organization, the tier at which your organization would like to
sponsor the World Arbitration Update and a contact point for
further correspondence. 

Once you send the email, the sponsorship committee will provide
the wire transfer instructions and will request a high-resolution
logo, with confirmation of authorization to publish it on the WAU
website. 

We already have several sponsors in place. Potential sponsors are
asked to confirm interest as soon as possible. If you have any
additional question regarding sponsorship, you can send an email
to mlcasas@xtrategycenter.com and WAU@xtrategycenter.com
(WAU with caps). 
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